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Abstract— This paper presents the Smart Grocery Shopping
system (GROCAFAST), a system for optimizing the grocery
shopping experience and improving efficiency for shoppers. The
GROCAFAST system consists of a mobile app and a server
component. The mobile app allows shoppers to create, manage,
and update grocery lists while providing store navigation assis-
tance. The server component processes data, generates optimized
route maps, maintains an inventory database, and facilitates
the online chat room. Unlike existing grocery shopping systems,
GROCAFAST is cost-effective as it does not rely on any extra
infrastructure and reduces both shopping time and walking
steps. GROCAFAST utilizes Dijkstra’s algorithm to efficiently
guide shoppers through the store, minimizing the time needed to
visit all aisles containing their desired items. The user-friendly
interface and time-saving features make grocery shopping more
efficient and enjoyable. The evaluation results demonstrate that
GROCAFAST reduces the total shopping time by 67.6% when
compared to a traditional approach that mimics the way shoppers
visit a grocery store, browse aisles, and select items. It also reduces
the walking steps by 59%.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Grocery shopping is one of the most common chores in our
lives, yet it is still stressful. Everyone needs to go to grocery
stores to buy food, drinks, laundry supplies, etc. However,
shopping for groceries is not as simple as one may think.
It demands preparation, clarity, and commitment. Each trip
to the grocery store takes an average of 41 minutes, which
equates to approximately 53 hours annually 1. In the United
States, a typical grocery shopping trip takes about 40 minutes,
though most of the grocery shopping is done by women (59
minutes/week), and men (29 minutes/week) [1]. If we include
travel time, which is about 15 minutes per trip, and consider
the fact that people, on average, go grocery shopping 1.5 times
per week, it accounts for close to 6 hours of grocery shopping
per month for women [2].

Grocery shopping can sometimes feel overwhelming and
challenging, with various obstacles that can waste valuable
time and cause frustration. Some of the issues that shoppers
may encounter are: (1) Inefficient navigation: many shoppers
spend a significant amount of time zigzagging through the store
aisles, trying to locate all the items on their list. (2) Difficulty

1https://www.creditdonkey.com/grocery-shopping-statistics.html

finding specific items: it can be frustrating when shoppers
can’t find a particular item in the store, especially when they
are supposed to be in a specific section. (3) Unavailability of
expected items: shoppers may have certain expectations of the
store’s inventory, but when they can’t find an item they need
or it’s out of stock, it can be disappointing and inconvenient.
These challenges highlight the need for effective strategies to
streamline the grocery shopping experience and save valuable
time.

Making a paper grocery list could help in navigating the
store more efficiently by not having to wander aimlessly
around the store and make decisions on the fly. Research shows
that people who make grocery lists prior to going to the store
buy fewer items, spend less money, and make fewer unplanned
and impulsive purchases [3]. There is also some evidence that
people who make paper grocery lists make fewer unplanned
purchases [4]. However, the paper list is less convenient and
lacks organization and categorization, making it difficult to
locate items quickly in the store and potentially leading to
backtracking, which consumes valuable time.

To address the challenges of inefficient navigation, dif-
ficulty finding specific items, and unavailability of expected
items during grocery shopping, it’s important to come up with
a solution that reduces shopping time. This paper proposes a
Smart Grocery Shopping system (GROCAFAST) is proposed.
GROCAFAST provides shoppers with a route map that shows
items on the grocery list arranged in the same order as they
appear in the store, making it more efficient to navigate through
the aisles and find the items quickly. By aligning the list with
the store’s layout, shoppers can minimize backtracking and
save time during their shopping trips. GROCAFAST does not
need any tracking infrastructure, as it relies on maintaining a
route map that guides shoppers through the store. The map
is designed to optimize the shopping journey by directing
shoppers through the aisles that contain the items on their
grocery list. Furthermore, GROCAFAST allows shoppers to
easily create, manage, and update their grocery lists. It also
allows them to quickly search for specific items and view their
exact location within the store. It is important to notice that
GROCAFAST leverages shoppers’ previous lists and prefer-
ences to provide personalized shopping suggestions. Finally, it
provides an online chat room where shoppers can engage with
each other, share reviews, and exchange recommendations.

GROCAFAST comprises a mobile app and a server, work-
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ing together to enhance the grocery shopping experience. The
mobile app allows shoppers to efficiently create, manage, and
update their grocery lists. It also provides store navigation
assistance, displaying a map of the store with highlighted
aisles, departments, and checkout counters. Shoppers can view
their optimized route based on their grocery list, guiding
them through the store efficiently and saving shopping time.
The server component manages grocery lists, generates route
maps, maintains a comprehensive inventory database, analyzes
shoppers’ preferences, and facilitates an online chat room or
community platform for sharing reviews and recommenda-
tions. Together, GROCAFAST streamlines grocery shopping
by combining convenient list management, efficient navigation,
and personalized assistance.

GROCAFAST efficiently achieves its goal by leveraging
the power of Dijkstra’s algorithm, a widely recognized method
for finding the shortest path in a graph [5]. Specifically
tailored to guiding shoppers through a store, this algorithm
is employed to generate an optimized route that minimizes the
time necessary to visit all the aisles containing the items on
the shopper’s grocery list. By utilizing Dijkstra’s algorithm,
GROCAFAST ensures an efficient and streamlined shopping
experience for its shoppers.

In our comparative analysis, we assess the performance
of GROCAFAST, an innovative grocery shopping solution,
against the traditional method of physically visiting a grocery
store, browsing aisles, and selecting items. Our objective is
to explore the advantages of GROCAFAST in terms of time
efficiency, device compatibility, and overall user experience.
The experiments were conducted at a real grocery store sit-
uated in the female dormitory at King Abdulaziz University.
The findings revealed remarkable benefits of GROCAFAST,
including a staggering 67.6% reduction in shopping time
and a significant decrease of 59% in walking steps when
compared to the traditional grocery shopping approach. These
results underline GROCAFAST’s potential to revolutionize the
shopping experience and enhance efficiency for shoppers.

The main contributions of this paper are:

• Design and implementation of GROCAFAST, a Smart
Grocery Shopping system that combines efficient nav-
igation, convenient list management, personalized as-
sistance, and community engagement to streamline the
grocery shopping experience.

• Utilize Dijkstra’s algorithm to generate optimized
routes, ensuring efficient and time-saving shopping
trips for shoppers.

• The experiments are conducted at a real grocery
store situated in the female dormitory at King Ab-
dulaziz University. This real-world setting allowed us
to evaluate GROCAFAST’s performance in a practical
environment.

• In our comparative analysis, we assess the perfor-
mance of GROCAFAST, an innovative grocery shop-
ping solution, against the traditional method of phys-
ically visiting a grocery store. Our objective is to
explore the advantages of GROCAFAST in terms
of time efficiency, device compatibility, and overall
shopper experience.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the related work. Section III presents a system
design. A system overview is presented in Section IV. The
Experimental setup and evaluation are presented in Section V,
and Section VI, simultaneously. The paper concludes in Sec-
tion VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Most would agree that avoiding spending more time than
intended and avoiding food waste are important goals. But
dealing with the onslaught of temptations when grocery shop-
ping can be difficult. One of the tools that makes this task
easier is a shopping list. Thus, numerous applications have
been developed to enhance the convenience, efficiency, and
overall shopping experience for shoppers. Table I illustrates the
difference between GROCAFAST and other applications. The
table also demonstrates the features of GROCAFAST when
compared to the applications. In the following, we briefly
discuss each of these applications in relation to GROCAFAST.

For instance, SMART LIST [6], Smart Shopping List [7],
AnyList [8], Listonic [9], and Grocery-Smart Shopping
List [10] aim to enhance convenience and efficiency in cre-
ating, organizing, and managing shopping lists. On the other
hand, both MyGrocery [11] and ShopLister [12] take it a step
further by suggesting missing items based on user preferences,
purchase history, or popular items. Further, AnyList, MyGro-
cery, ShopLister, and Instacart [13], not only focus on list
management but also offer features that assist shoppers in
finding nearby supermarkets or locating items within a store.
Although, GROCAFAST shares the common goal of enhanc-
ing convenience and efficiency in grocery shopping; however,
GROCAFAST differentiates itself. GROCAFAST aims to pro-
vide a comprehensive and tailored shopping experience by
combining personalized suggestions, optimized route mapping,
list history retrieval, and an interactive community platform.

TABLE I. FEATURES COMPARISON BETWEEN GROCAFAST AND OTHER
AVAILABLE APPLICATIONS

Applications Features
Grocery List In-store Search Personalized Community
Management Navigation Items Suggestions Chat Room

SMART LIST

The Smart
Shopping List

AnyList

Listonic

Grocery

MyGrocery

ShopLister

Instacart

GROCAFAST

Advancements in technology have revolutionized the gro-
cery shopping experience by introducing innovative solutions
that enhance efficiency and convenience. One such solution
is indoor navigation technology, which streamlines the shop-
ping process by providing shoppers with real-time guidance
within the store. Indoor navigation systems employ various
technologies to offer accurate location information within a
store environment. Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) beacons [14]
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Fig. 1. GROCAFAST system architecture.

are commonly used sensors that guide users based on their pre-
cise location. Alternatively, indoor positioning systems (IPS),
such as IndoorAtlas [15], utilize technologies such as Wi-
Fi signals, RFID tags, or computer vision to accomplish the
same goal [16]. However, the implementation of indoor navi-
gation technologies requires careful consideration of associated
costs and maintenance requirements. Infrastructure deployment
costs primarily stem from the purchase and installation of
required hardware components. It is worth noting that these
technologies involve the tracking of shoppers’ movements
and the collection of data on their behavior, raising concerns
regarding privacy and security. In contrast, GROCAFAST, a
cost-effective system, presents an alternative approach. GRO-
CAFAST leverages advanced algorithms to provide indoor
positioning and navigation functionality without the need
for additional infrastructure. This approach eliminates the
costs and maintenance associated with hardware installations.

Efficient indoor navigation in grocery stores relies on
solving the shortest path problem [17]. Various algorithms
have been developed for this purpose, including Dijkstra’s
algorithm, Bellman-Ford, and Floyd-Warshall algorithms [18].
Among these algorithms, Dijkstra’s algorithm [19] stands out
for its adaptability and effectiveness in grocery store contexts,
especially when GPS signals are limited or unavailable. The
Bellman-Ford and Floyd-Warshall algorithms can be utilized,
but their higher time complexity may limit their practicality
in large-scale scenarios [20], [21]. Authors in [22] used
the A-star algorithm with a heuristic technique to minimize
the time and effort needed for shopping. However, develop-
ing a heuristic function can accurately capture the unique
characteristics of a grocery store environment and guide the
route optimization process. This adds additional overhead
and is not flexible with edge weights. Further, it requires
careful consideration of factors such as store layout, product
placement, congestion patterns, and other relevant aspects that
influence customer movement within the store. GROCAFAST,
an indoor navigation system, leverages the simplicity and
effectiveness of Dijkstra’s algorithm. Dijkstra’s algorithm con-
siders a uniform cost for traversal, making it well-suited for
indoor environments where movement costs are often similar.
Additionally, GROCAFAST benefits from the flexibility of
adjusting edge weights, and extends to optimize for alternative
metrics such as travel time, congestion avoidance, or energy
efficiency, providing adaptability to diverse indoor navigation
requirements.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

Our design goal is to propose a solution that addresses
the challenges individuals encounter during their grocery shop-
ping process. The GROCAFAST system aims to significantly
enhance shoppers’ experiences by reducing shopping time
and minimizing unnecessary foot steps. By introducing in-
store navigation capabilities based on shoppers’ grocery lists,
this system brings a revolutionary change to the way people
navigate within a grocery store, all without requiring any
additional infrastructure. Our solution focuses on streamlining
and optimizing the shopping journey to ensure a more efficient
and convenient experience for every shopper.

The system consists of the following entities: users, mobile
app, server. Fig. 1 shows the high-level architecture of the sys-
tem which demonstrates how GROCAFAST enables smooth
communication among these components. This interconnected
communication network enables a smooth and efficient shop-
ping experience for shoppers.

Users: are categorized in the GROCAFAST system into
two types: shoppers and admin. Shoppers, as depicted in Fig. 1,
interact with the system primarily through the mobile app.
They can input their grocery list, search for specific items
in the store, retrieve most/previous purchased list, and share
feedback through the chat room. On the other hand, admin has
a distinct role within the system. The admin is responsible for
managing the Firebase database and server.

Mobile app: provides shoppers with different interfaces that
allow them to interact with the app to access their grocery
lists, adding or removing items, making updates as needed,
and requesting a grocery navigation map. The application acts
as the intermediary between the shopper and server in order
to handle shopper requests, process data, and provide relevant
information.

GROCAFAST Server: acts as the backbone of the system.
The server would store and manage the shoppers’ grocery lists
in the Firebase database. Firebase is a central repository of
information, storing data such as store layouts, product details,
location of each item, and shopper preferences. Shoppers can
interact with the server through GROCAFAST appl, accessing
their lists, adding or removing items, and making updates as
needed. The server would handle the data storage and retrieval
from the database, ensuring that shoppers have access to their
lists. Also, the server would have access to the store’s layout
and product inventory information. Based on the shopper’s
grocery list, the server would utilize Dijkstra’s algorithms
to generate an optimized route map. This map would guide
shoppers through the store, indicating the most efficient path
to take. Further, the server would analyze shoppers’ previous
lists and preferences stored in the database and facilitate the
creation and management of an online chat room or community
platform. Shoppers could join the chat room through the app,
and the server would handle the communication and interaction
between shoppers.

IV. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

This section presents an overview of GROCAFAST, fo-
cusing on how to plan a shopping route that reduces shop-
ping time. A shopper opens the GROCAFAST app on their
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smartphone and logs in using their registered account. Upon
successful login, they gain access to the app’s features designed
for shoppers. As a shopper, they are directed to the home
page where they can explore various functionalities. The home
page provides a user-friendly interface, allowing them to
conveniently navigate through the app’s offerings. They notice
several options available to them. First, they decide to create a
new grocery list for their upcoming shopping trip. They click
on the "Create grocery list" feature and are presented with a
form where they can add, edit, and manage their list. This
feature enables them to conveniently add or remove items as
needed. They start by adding essential household items to their
list. While creating the list, they notice that the app suggests
personalized recommendations based on their shopping history
and preferences. This feature saves them time and effort as they
can effortlessly select and add items to their current list based
on their previous purchasing patterns. Next, in case they want
to find the exact location of certain items within the grocery
store, they utilize the "Search Items" feature, entering the name
of the item they are looking for. Then, the app quickly retrieves
the item’s location within the store and displays it on the
screen. This feature helps them navigate the store efficiently
and locate the items they need without unnecessary wandering.
After finalizing their grocery list and searching for specific
items, the optimized route map through the store is generated.
The graph-based search algorithm (i.e., Dijkstra) automatically
analyzes their list and creates a route map that guides them
through the store’s aisles, ensuring they take the most efficient
path to collect all the listed items. This feature streamlines
their shopping experience and saves them time. This feature
eliminates the need for them to recreate the same grocery
list repeatedly. They can effortlessly retrieve an old grocery
list and obtain the route map directly for the selected list,
making their shopping trips even more efficient. As a final
touch, they notice that GROCAFAST offers an online chat
room where shoppers can engage with each other in a real-
time. They decide to join the chat room to share their shopping
experiences, exchange recommendations, and seek advice from
other shoppers. This feature enhances their overall shopping
experience and allows them to feel more connected to the
community of GROCAFAST users. However, if the user has
admin privileges, they are directed to the admin page, which
grants them exclusive access to perform actions like adding
and deleting items from the system.

GROCAFAST aims to optimize the shopping experience
and save shoppers time. To meet these requirements, GRO-
CAFAST uses Dijkstra’s algorithm when a shopper loads a
previous list, creates a new list, or searches for a specific item
(see Fig. 2). Dijkstra’s algorithm generates the most efficient
route for the shopper to follow within the grocery store. The
shopper’s grocery list is organized based on the store layout
to ensure the shopper can navigate through the store in a
systematic manner, saving time and effort. Although there are
several algorithms that can solve the shortest path problem,
Dijkstra’s algorithm is often considered an optimal choice for
various applications. Several reasons support this choice: (1)
it is compatible with non-negative edge weights, which proves
advantageous for GROCAFAST. This compatibility allows the
system to disregard factors that obstruct movements within
the grocery store, such as walls or obstacles that are not
relevant to the shortest path calculation; (2) it operates with a

Fig. 2. System flowchart.

singular source node, which aligns well with GROCAFAST’s
requirement of considering the entrance point of the grocery
store as the starting location for path finding; (3) it excels in
efficiency by storing and updating only the shortest path at
each iteration. This approach minimizes computational time
and effort, making it suitable for real-time or dynamic sce-
narios where the grocery store layout or item locations might
change.

A. Grocery Shopping Route Map

In order to facilitate efficient navigation for shoppers, we
create a route map that optimizes the shopping experience
based on the specific items shoppers need to find in the grocery
store. GROCAFAST uses a floor map of a local grocery store
and Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the shortest navigation path
on the map.

To start, the grocery store map is converted into a graph
representation, where each node corresponds to a location
within the store (aisles, departments, checkout counters, etc.).
The connections between nodes represent the pathways or
transitions between locations (see Fig. 3a). Edge weights are
assigned based on the distance or effort required to move
between locations. The starting point, which is the entrance of
the store, and the ending point, such as the checkout counter or
exit, are determined (see Fig. 3b). The floor plan is transformed
into a matrix format with each cell representing a distinct unit
of space. This matrix serves as the basis for applying Dijkstra’s
algorithm to enable efficient route planning within the grocery
store. Fig. 3c shows a visual representation of the matrix of
the floor plan.

The shopper’s grocery list is obtained, consisting of specific
items they want to purchase. Dijkstra’s algorithm is adapted to
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(a) A visual representations of the grocery store map.

(b) A visual representation of the grocery store components.

(c) A visual representation of the matrix of the floor plan.

Fig. 3. Floor Plan Transformation

Fig. 4. The shortest navigation path using dijkstra’s algorithm.

consider the grocery list items and their corresponding loca-
tions. Instead of calculating the shortest path between arbitrary
points, the algorithm calculates the shortest path that visits all
the required item locations in the most efficient manner. The

nodes are initialized with a distance of infinity, except for the
starting node, which is assigned a distance of 0. The algorithm
selects the node with the smallest distance, as the current node
and visits its neighboring nodes. Once the algorithm completes,
the shortest path is retrieved by traversing the tracked previous
nodes backward from the checkout counter or exit node to the
starting node. As Fig. 4 shows, this path represents the shortest
route on the map that visits all the required item locations and
indicates the sequence of locations to efficiently collect all the
items on the list.

B. GROCAFAST Features

This section offers various functionalities and capabilities
provided by the GROCAFAST. It presents a detailed overview
of each feature, accompanied by its respective interface,
and a comprehensive description to provide a comprehensive
overview of how each feature works and how it contributes to
the overall functionality of GROCAFAST. Fig. 5 demonstrates
the interfaces of these features. The following overview of
each feature offers detailed insights into their functionalities
and showcases their contribution to the overall capabilities of
GROCAFAST.

Creating a Grocery List: Users can create a grocery list on
the application. Upon successful creation, the list is stored in
the database, allowing the user to view the sorted list. However,
if the user either duplicates an existing item in the list or
attempts to create an empty list, an error message is displayed,
prompting the user to retry (see Fig. 5a).

Editing an Existing Grocery List: Users can modify their
existing grocery lists. In successful scenarios, users can edit,
append additional items, or remove unwanted entries from
their lists. Subsequently, they can proceed to access the route
map. However, if there is a failure in retrieving items from
the database, users are prompted to retry the operation (see
Fig. 5b).

Generating a Route Map with the Shortest Path: Users can
access a route map generated by the application, designed
to guide them through the grocery store based on their cre-
ated grocery list. In successful scenarios, the route map is
effectively generated, facilitating users in navigating the store
according to their list. However, in the event of a failure, users
are required to attempt the process again (see Fig. 5c).

Searching and Locating Items Within the Store: Users can
search for items within the store, displaying their respective lo-
cations. In successful cases, the application effectively locates
the searched item in the store, guiding the user to its location.
However, if the item cannot be found, users are prompted to
retry the search see Fig. 5d.

Displaying Personalized Shopping Suggestions: Upon cre-
ating a grocery list, it is stored in the database. It is then
analyzed to identify the user’s top three frequently purchased
items, which are utilized to generate personalized shopping
suggestions. In successful cases, the application presents these
suggestions to the user when trying to write a grocery list.
However, if the database fails to retrieve the top three fre-
quently purchased items, the application prompts the user to
rewrite the items (see Fig. 5e).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 5. GROCAFAST interface screenshots: streamlining grocery shopping
with advanced features.

Posting in Store-Specific Online Communities: Users can
create posts to share reviews within the communal space for

the same grocery store facilitated by the application. Successful
posting results in the display of the user’s post within the
space. However, in case of a failure where the post cannot
be displayed, the application prompts the user to retry (see
Fig. 5f).

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In our experiments, we collaborated with a local grocery
store at King Abdulaziz University’s female dormitory to
develop and test GROCAFAST. This strategic decision allowed
us to conduct practical experiments and gather real-world data
in a genuine shopping environment. By working closely with
this grocery store, we are able to closely observe and analyze
how GROCAFAST performs and interacts with the existing
infrastructure. The walking time is considered as an average
speed of 1.4 m/s, which is reasonable for adults (men and
women) [23], [24].

We generate a set of shopping journeys for shoppers.
While the starting locations of the shoppers are chosen at the
supermarket entrance, the final steps are chosen at the cashier.
The selected items are distinct and randomly chosen from
different aisles. The shopping time of a shopper is calculated
by the time of arrival at the supermarket until all the items
on the list have been collected. This method provides the total
duration spent during the shopping.

Further, we use Figma 2 which is a cloud-based design
tool that works on any platform and provides real-time updates
for its embedded files. It is a user-friendly tool that facilitates
developer hand-off and communication. MySQL, Visual Visual
Studio Code, and Firebase are used to build GROCAFAST
and its database. CubiCasa 3 is used as a tool specialized in
creating floor plans and 3D models of real estate properties
using mobile devices.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we experimentally evaluate the performance
of GROCAFAST comparable to the traditional grocery shop-
ping method, in terms of (1) shopping time and effort (i.e.,
walking steps); (2) testing the GROCAFAST compatibility
with different devices; and (3) measuring the benefits of
GROCAFAST in terms of usability.

A. Performance Experiments

To evaluate the performance of GROCAFAST, two experi-
ments were conducted. The first experiment aimed to measure
the average shopping time required for shoppers to complete
their shopping trips. This experiment focused on calculating
the time taken to collect a specific set of items using a
predefined grocery list. The second experiment aimed to assess
the effort exerted by shoppers, specifically by estimating the
number of steps taken inside the store.

In both experiments, three different grocery lists were used,
each containing 4, 6, and 9 distinct items. To ensure fairness
and eliminate potential bias in the experiments, a randomized
approach is used to select the items in the shopping lists.

2https://www.figma.com
3https://www.cubi.casa
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The goal is to create a diverse and representative sample of
items from various categories available in the grocery store.
By randomizing the selection process, we aim to minimize
any systematic bias or favoritism towards specific items or
categories.

Additionally, to further enhance fairness, care is taken
to ensure that each shopper has no information about the
supermarket layout and the distribution of items on their
respective lists. This helped to level the playing field and
ensure that any differences in shopping time are primarily
attributed to the use of the GROCAFAST rather than varying
levels of shopper familiarity.

To ensure the reliability of the results, each list is tested
three times by three different shoppers. This repetition allowed
for a more comprehensive evaluation of the GROCAFAST’s
performance. During the experiments, the time taken to com-
plete each grocery list is recorded. This involved noting the
duration from the start of shopping until all items on the
list were collected. Additionally, the number of steps taken
by shoppers to complete each list is also recorded and ana-
lyzed. With respect to the average shopping time and effort
expended, we conducted a comparative experiment between
GROCAFAST and traditional grocery shopping, the latter
being a conventional method where shoppers rely on paper
lists to navigate through the aisles, locate items, and make
purchases at the store.

Fig. 6 shows the average shopping time for GROCAFAST
compared to traditional grocery shopping. The graph indicates
a significant reduction in shopping time when using the GRO-
CAFAST. The reduction in shopping time observed can be
attributed to the utilization of the Dijkstra algorithm, which
efficiently calculates the shortest path for collecting items dur-
ing the shopping process. This proves that the GROCAFAST
is effective in optimizing the shopping experience, making it
more efficient and time-saving for consumers. By utilizing the
application’s features, shoppers can navigate the store more
seamlessly and locate their desired items with ease.

B. Discussion

The analysis of the results in terms of walking steps indi-
cates that the use of the GROCAFAST significantly reduces the
number of steps taken while shopping compared to traditional
shopping methods. The graph in Fig. 7 shows that when
using the GROCAFAST, shoppers take notably fewer steps
to complete their shopping compared to shopping without
GROCAFAST. This reduction in the number of steps suggests
that the GROCAFAST effectively optimizes the shopping
process by providing efficient in-store navigation. By guiding
shoppers along the most optimal route, it helps them navigate
through the store more seamlessly, minimizing unnecessary
walking and backtracking.

The results obtained from testing GROCAFAST in the
small local grocery store proved that GROCAFAST is an
effective solution for a real-world problem and successfully at-
tained the desired objective. The system successfully enhanced
the grocery shopping experience for users, reducing both the
number of steps taken and the time spent navigating through
various grocery lists.

Fig. 6. Average shopping Time with and without GROCAFAST.

Fig. 7. Average number of shoppers’ walking steps.

Fig. 8. Intergration testing dependencies.

The positive results achieved in this performance testing
set the stage for further exploration and implementation of
GROCAFAST on a larger scale, offering the potential to
revolutionize grocery shopping experiences for a wider user
base.

C. Integration Testing

Integration testing verifies the proper interaction of various
software components by combining and testing them together.
Two types of testing were conducted, with the first focusing
on Android Studio and Firebase integration. The first step
involves establishing dependencies from Firebase and creating
a database reference object, as shown in Fig. 8. The second
category focused on integrating a function with its associated
set of functions. As an example, the test case scenario for
creating a grocery list was validated through a sequential
process involving the creation of an account, logging in, and
subsequently creating the actual grocery list.
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TABLE II. COMPATIBILITY TESTING RESULTS

Device Android version Memory space Memory available Pass/Fail
Google pixel 2 XL 11 4 GB 612 MB Pass

Galaxy A10L 11 2 GB 314 MB Pass
ZTE Blade 10 Smart 9 4 GB 1 GB Pass

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. SUS Score percentile rank and grades.

D. Compatibility Testing

Compatibility testing plays a vital role in ensuring that
the GROCAFAST application (installed on the shopper’s
smartphone) functions seamlessly across various platforms,
devices, and operating systems. It guarantees a consistent user
experience, meets technical requirements, and enhances user
satisfaction and trust in the application’s reliability. Therefore,
as shown in Table II, we test the GROCAFAST application
on different devices with different capabilities. GROCAFAST
application passes all the tests.

E. System Usability Scale (SUS)

To assess the usability of GROCAFAST, we employed the
System Usability Scale (SUS) [25] as a reliable metric to
measure the overall usability of GROCAFAST. The usability
testing process involved gathering feedback from a diverse
group of participants who interacted with the GROCAFAST.

The first ten questions from our participants QoE question-
naire (see Table III) incorporated the system usability (SUS)
scale. This measures the satisfaction levels of shoppers through

such indicators as accessibility, usability, and effectiveness.
The SUS calculations [26], [27] are conducted to process the
participants’ responses to the SUS items in our questionnaire.
These calculations are performed for each participant in our
experiment. The results show (see Fig. 9), that the average SUS
score from all 21 participants in our study is 82.73, which is
higher than the SUS mean value of 68 [26].

In order to interpret these scores, the SUS score was
normalized and converted to a percentile rank, as shown in
Fig. 9a, and then the letter grades were generated from A to F.
As can be seen in Fig. 9b, the percentile rank of the average
SUS score (68) is 50%. According to Sauro [26], [27], our
SUS scores were ranked as follows: A (>80.3, Excellent), B
(68–80.3, Good), C (=68, 50%, Accepted), D (51–68, Poor),
and F (<50, Awful). In the following bulleted items, the
participants’ responses to the SUS questions are discussed for
each item in turn:

Question1: I think that I would like to use this system
frequently. As reported by participants, 67% of them would
like to use the GROCAFAST in their daily life, with 24%
being neutral regarding this (see Fig. 10, Question1).

Question2: I found the system unnecessarily complex.
As shown in Fig. 10, Question2, a high proportion of the
participants, 90%, enjoyed using the GROCAFAST whereas
5% did not enjoy it, and 5% reported being neutral regarding
this.

Question3: I found the system was easy to use. Of the
21 participants who responded to this question, 76.5% strongly
agreed that the application was easy to use and 0% were
neutral. 10% only with issues were encountered in respect of
ease of use (see Fig. 10 Question3).

Question4: I think that I would need the support of
a technical person to be able to use this system. Almost
76% of the participants responded that the application did not
need technical assistance; a minority of 14% claimed that it
did, whilst 10% of participants were neutral on this issue (see
Fig. 11 Question4).

Question5: I found the various functions in this system
were well integrated. Overall 81% of participants found the
GROCAFAST’s functions to be well integrated, with 5% being
neutral regarding this (see Fig. 10 Question5).

Question6: I thought there was too much inconsistency
in this system. As shown in Fig. 10 Question6, 90% partic-
ipants found the system components to be coordinated. 10%
were neutral about this, and no one disagreed.

Question7: I think that most people would learn to
use this system very quickly. More than two-thirds of the
participants reported that people would like to use this type of
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TABLE III. SUS QUESTIONNAIRE QUESTIONS

GROCAFAST System Usability
1 I think that I would like to use this system frequently
2 I found the system unnecessarily complex
3 I thought the system was easy to use
4 I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system
5 I found the various functions in this system were well integrated
6 I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system
7 I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly
8 I found the system very cumbersome to use
9 I felt very confident using the system
10 I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system

Fig. 10. SUS Questions 1-3 responses.

Fig. 11. SUS Questions 4-6 responses.
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Fig. 12. SUS Questions 7-10 responses.

application, and only 5% disagreed. 10% of participants were
neutral on this matter (see Fig. 12 Question7).

Question8: I found the system very cumbersome to
use. All the components and steps in our application were
well integrated. Accordingly, 71% of our participants found the
procedure easy and expeditious, 19% were neutral regarding
this, whilst 5% agreed that the application was cumbersome
to use (see Fig. 12 Question8).

Question9: I felt very confident using the system. In re-
sponse to this question, 81% of the participants responded that
they were confident, 13% were neutral, and hence, only 5%
indicated that they were un-confident (see Fig. 12 Question9).

Question10: I needed to learn a lot of things before I
could get going with this system. As discussed above, the
application was easy to use and thus, the participants did not
need to learn much about it. Of the study population, 81%
said they did not need to learn how to use this application,
whilst 14% were neutral on this matter. In contrast, 5% of the
participants suggested that they might have needed training
in advance to use the application, which would be expected
in the case of any newly developed application (see Fig. 12
Question10).

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper introduces the GROCAFAST system which is
a practical solution for optimizing grocery shopping, empow-
ering shoppers to navigate the store efficiently and save their
time. GROCAFAST enables shoppers to create, manage, and
update grocery lists while providing store navigation assistance
without requiring any additional infrastructure. It leverages
Dijkstra’s algorithm to guide shoppers through the store,
minimizing the time needed to visit aisles containing their
desired items. The evaluation experiment conducted on GRO-
CAFAST has demonstrated its immense value as a solution
for improving the in-store grocery shopping experience and
saving the shoppers’ time. The system achieved a remarkable

reduction of 67.6% in total shopping time compared to the
traditional method of physically browsing aisles. Additionally,
it effectively reduced walking steps by 59%. The suite of
features offered by GROCAFAST has garnered high user
satisfaction. The system’s adaptability allows it to be applied
to any other store based on the store’s information, ensuring
its effective functionality across different locations.

As a direction for future work, there are several potential
features that could be added to enhance the system’s function-
ality. One direction is to explore different indoor positioning
systems to include more location-based services. Another area
of focus is to expand the scope of the research to include
more large-scale grocery stores, potentially by partnering with
industry stakeholders to gain access to the necessary resources.
Furthermore, continued development of the app’s database and
analytics capabilities will provide even more valuable insights
for manufacturers and retailers, helping them to make data-
driven decisions and respond to evolving shoppers’ needs.
Overall, there is significant potential for future improvement
and enhancement of the in-store grocery shopping experiences
based on the foundation established.
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